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Epstein’s model for a civil disorder is an agent-based model that simulates a social protest process
where the central authority uses the police force to dissuade it. The interactions of police officers
and citizens produce dynamics that do not yet have any analysis from the sociophysics approach.
We present numerical simulations to characterize the properties of the one-dimensional civil disorder
model on stationary-state. To do this, we consider interactions on a Moore neighborhood and a
random neighborhood with two different visions. We introduce a Potts-like energy function and
construct the phase diagram using the agent state concentration. We find order-disorder phases
and reveal the principle of minimum grievance as the underlying principle of the model’s dynamics.
Besides, we identify when the system can reach stable or an instability conditions based on the
agents’ interactions. Finally, we identified the most relevant role of the police based on their capacity
to dissuade a protest and their effect on facilitating a stable scenario.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the sociophysics or statistical physics of
social dynamics has described different social phenomena
as collective effects of the interaction between individuals
[1–3]. In particular, the study of opinion dynamics has
generated various models describing consensus, agree-
ment, or uniformity using tools from statistical physics
[4–7]. Recent efforts aim at describing these models con-
sidering a diversity of individual traits of a population
and size of group discussion [8], or their multi-state vari-
ations, such as, for example, the majority voting model
[9], the multi-state voter model [10], multichoice opinion
dynamics models [11], or the multi-state noisy q-voter
model [12].

In parallel, social scientists have used agent-based
models to reproduce emerging social phenomena [13, 14],
such as the Schelling model of urban segregation [15] and
the Axelrod model of cultural dissemination [16]. These
models have attracted the attention of physicists, who
have described the Schelling model as interacting physi-
cal particles [17] and as an Ising-like model [18]. Further-
more, they have characterized the static and dynamic
properties in one and two dimensions [19] and their dif-
ferent behaviors using a phase diagram [20]. They have
recently used a similar energy function to characterize the
Schelling and Sakoda models [21–23]. On the other hand,
physicists described the Axelrod model in two dimensions
showing order-disorder phase transitions [24]. Then, they
described the one-dimensional Axelrod model as a start-
ing point for its description in more complex topologies
[25]. In addition, they described the role of dimension-
ality on the order-disorder phase transitions [26] and the
stability model using Lyapunov functions [27, 28]. In
this context, Epstein presented an agent-based model to
describe the social dynamics of protests and rebellions
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through recognizable macroscopic phenomena [29]. This
model simulates a social protest process where the central
authority uses police force to dissuade a protest.

For a generalized rebellion, Epstein presents five study
cases and reports statistical regularities observed in the
punctuated equilibrium dynamics, opening new questions
about how the civil disorder dynamics work. Different
scientists have modified this model to describe other so-
cial conflicts such as workers’ protests [30], the spread
of criminal activity [31], or civil war cases between eth-
nic groups [32]. In addition, some variations include
legitimacy with endogenous feedback [33] or the influ-
ence of the distribution of money on the dynamics [34].
Despite these modifications, nobody characterized this
agent-based model using concepts and tools of statistical
physics in its original form.

This paper aims to characterize the one-dimensional
civil disorder model on stationary-state as a first ap-
proach to studying this model in other dimensions or
topologies. To do this, we perform numerical simulations
of the Epstein model with and without police officers and
use two visions to define interactions in a Moore neigh-
borhood and a random neighborhood. We introduced
two macroscopic quantities and built the phase diagram
to identify different behaviors. On the one side, we define
a Potts-like energy function to deduce a guiding principle
to understand civil disorder dynamics. For the Schelling
and Sakoda model [22, 23], this energy-like function al-
lows identifying a minimization principle to understand
the spatial segregation patterns as efficient or inefficient.
In the case of the dynamics of a factory workers’ protest
[35], a function similar to the Ising model’s free energy
allows identifying the steady-state of the system and de-
scribing two phases based on the Principle of Minimum
Dissatisfaction. On the other side, we used the con-
centration of agents to identify and characterize phase
changes. The concentration allows describing phase tran-
sitions in the q-voter model with two types of stochas-
ticity [36] and the multi-state noisy q-voter model [12].
Besides, this macroscopic quantity is helpful to build-
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ing phase diagrams. In the Schelling and Axelrod model
[20, 24], this strategy allows identifying domain bound-
aries of the different qualitative behaviors. Hence, in this
work, the agents’ concentration and the phase diagram
are crucial elements to characterize the original Epstein
model and allow us to describe order-disorder transitions
not reported in other works.

When considering the system without police officers,
we identify transitions from two orders with a major-
ity phase, a disordered phase, and a consensus phase.
Furthermore, we identify when the system can reach sta-
bility or an instability conditions based on the agent’s
interactions. Besides, we reveal the Principle of Mini-
mum Grievance, the underlying principle of the model’s
dynamics. On the other hand, in the system with police
officers, we study the effects of police officers’ concentra-
tions in different scenarios generated by the kind of neigh-
borhoods and vision. We find the same order-disorder
transition, but now we observe six ordered phases with a
majority, one disordered phase, and the consensus phase.
With the global quantities that we introduced, we can
determine the role of police officers to dissuade a social
protest. Finally, we identify stability and instability con-
ditions of the system dynamics, and we show the ener-
getic cost of using the police force to facilitate a stable
scenario. These results from the perspective of socio-
physics yield new qualitative elements and contribute to
the future to study the dynamics of this model in other
dimensions and topologies to approach the complexity of
the dynamics of social protest.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we intro-
duce Epstein’s model for a civil disorder and the global
quantities used to describe the model’s behavior to reach
the stationary state. The simulations for the model with-
out and with police officers and their respective phase
diagrams are presented in Sec. III. The discussion of our
results and concluding remarks are in Sec. IV.

II. THE MODEL AND GLOBAL QUANTITIES

A. The Epstein Model

The civil disorder model has two agents: citizens and
police officers. Citizens can be active when they partic-
ipate in social protest, passive when they do not par-
ticipate, or jailed when the police officers catch them.
Citizens can switch from one state to another depending
on their neighborhood, local parameters, and the global
parameters of the system. On the other hand, a po-
lice officer agent represents the central authority’s force.
They are responsible for deterring a protest by capturing
the active agents in their neighborhood. The neighbor-
hood for all agents can be a von Neumann neighborhood
used by Epstein [29] or a Moore neighborhood as in other
works [31, 34].

The system’s dynamics emerge by relating the legit-
imacy of the authority and the grievance of the popu-
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FIG. 1. Schematic visualization of agents state changes in
the Epstein’s model for a civil disorder. For the system with-
out police officers, the citizen agents can switch between two
states depending on their local and global parameters. For
the system with police officers, the agents can change between
three states depending on their local and global parameters
and neighborhood conditions. The switch from the active to
jailed state is a product of the interaction with the police
officers’ agents.

lation, i.e., it depends on the relationship between the
global parameters and the agents’ parameters. The
global parameters are the same for all agents: legitimacy
L, a state change threshold T , the maximum jail term
Jmax, and the vision v. The original model’s vision de-
termines the neighborhood’s size, similarly to the rule
radius in cellular automata [37] and range in other opin-
ion models [38, 39]. On the other hand, the local agent
parameters are hardship H and risk aversion R. Both
parameters are random values between zero and one uni-
formly distributed among all agents.

The rules that determine the agents’ actions are as
follows:

(1) State change rule: each agent will decide whether
or not to join the protest, evaluating the equation G −
NR > T , where G = H(1 − L) symbolizes the grievance
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and NR = RP the net risk. The arrest probability equa-
tion P = 1−exp[−k(C/A)v] depends on the active agents
and police officers ratio in the neighborhood defined by
the vision. Hence when any agents evaluate if they switch
their state, consider all active agents and police officers in
their neighborhood. Therefore, for a fixed number of po-
lice officers, the agent’s arrest probability falls the more
active agents there are. Notice that A is always at least
one because the agent always counts himself as active
when computing P . The value of k is 2.3 for ensuring
plausible P values, as reported by Epstein [29]. In the
complete form of the state switch equation,

H(1− L)−R(1− exp[−k(C/A)v]) > T, (1)

we notice that the first element on the left depends on a
combination of local and global values, and the other de-
pends on the neighborhood conditions. In this way, when
the difference of the agents’ state variables exceeds the
threshold, they switch from passive to active; otherwise,
they remain passive agents.

(2) Capture rule: police officers randomly capture an
active agent from their neighborhood. If there are no
active agents, they do nothing. A jailed agent stops par-
ticipating in the dynamics according to the jail parameter
assigned value randomly, with values between zero and
the maximum determined at the beginning of the simu-
lation. We used 30 time steps as a maximum jail term,
the same value used by Epstein [29]. When jailed agents
finish their sentences, they return to the model dynamics
as passive agents.

(3) Movement rule: each agent will move to an empty
space at random within their neighborhood.

After setting global and local parameters of the model,
we placed all the agents in random positions in the lat-
tice to start the simulations. At each time step, all
agents evaluate the dynamics rules asynchronously [29].
We show a schematic visualization of the changes of the
agents’ state changes due to the interaction rules in Fig.
1.

B. Global quantities

In order to characterize the model, we labeled each
agent with the variable α, which can take values between
one and four to represent an active agent, passive, jailed,
or police officer. Then, we have defined the following
quantities.

(a) Concentration of agents. To see the predominant
state in the system and study its macroscopic behavior
as a function of the global parameters, we define:

Cα =
Nα
N
, (2)

where Nα denotes the number of agents in the state α
and N the number of agents in the system. As usually
used in opinion dynamics models [12, 36],

∑
Cα = 1 and

we distinguish the following phases:
(i) The disordered phase, when all agent states are of

a similar concentration in the system.
(ii) The ordered phase, when one agent state is major-

ity over the others.
(iii) The consensus phase is when the system reaches a

particular ordered phase where all agents have the same
state.

It is essential to note what we define order from the
opinion dynamics perspective to describe order-disorder
transitions. Thus, by order, we refer to a macroscopic
pattern in which we could find a majority opinion state.
We do not refer to the common idea related to public
order as the absence of criminal or political violence
in society. Moreover, these definitions are convenient
because they allow us to identify a macroscopic state
with the agents’ state and the system’s dynamics.

(b) Energy. Now, we introduce a global quantity that
allows us to analyze and interpret the system based
on the macroscopic states that emerge from the agents’
states of the system. Hence, we introduce a Potts-like
energy function [40],

E[α] = − 1

2vN

N∑
i=1

∑
j∈Vi

Jijδ(αi, αj), (3)

where the symbol
∑
j∈Vi

means the sum over all neigh-
bors j of the agent i with the same state α. Here Jij
is called the interaction strength. However, we will take
Jij = 1 (for all i and j), due to the characteristics original
model. In other words, in this work, we do not consider
different interaction strength values. δ (αi, αj) is a Kro-
necker delta, i.e., δ (αi, αj) = 1 if αi = αj and zero for
all αi 6= αj .

Note that the energy functions introduced in the
Schelling model [21, 22] are like the Ising model because
the models have two possible states. For the case of the
Sakoda model [23] and this model, it is more natural to
use the Potts energy because these models have more
than two states.

Besides, we can observe that the energy definition
shows the absolute minimum or ground state when all the
agents in the system are in the same state. On the other
hand, the energy may reach the maximum energy when
the system takes a chessboard aspect. This behavior is
convenient because it allows us to establish analogies or
interpretations of the dynamics.

III. SIMULATIONS AND PHASE DIAGRAMS

This paper aims to characterize the Epstein’s model for
a civil disorder in a one-dimensional lattice with periodic
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FIG. 2. Agents’ concentration variation on time. Figure (a)
corresponds to a system without police officers and Fig. (b) a
system with police officers. In both cases, the system reaches
a stationary state quickly.

boundary conditions as a first approximation to under-
stand the dynamics of social protests. Thus, we perform
simulations on a one-dimensional lattice with N = 28

and N = 210 sites, considering a system without and
with police officers. The first one has agents with two
possible states, active and passive. The second one has
police officers then the agents can be active, passive, or
jailed.

Furthermore, to study the effects of interactions in the
system dynamics, we consider agents with visions one
and seven interacting in Moore and random neighbor-
hoods. Note that vision determines the neighborhood’s
size, so when we consider a one-dimensional lattice, the
vision represents the number of pairs of agents to con-
sider to evaluate an agent’s state switch. For example,
when the agent’s vision is one, the Moore neighborhood
of the agents consists of its nearest neighbors. Thus each
agent considers two sites, one to their left and one to
their right. When the agent’s vision is seven, the Moore
neighborhood of the agents counts seven sites on the left
and seven sites on the right, with fourteen agents in total.

On the other hand, a random neighborhood is when
an agent can randomly select other agents to form their
neighborhood. Then, when the agent’s vision is one, it
chooses two agents randomly. When its vision is seven,
the agent can randomly select fourteen agents from the
lattice.

We have not used Epstein’s motion rule from the orig-
inal model in this work. So the agents occupying the
whole of the one-dimensional lattice and the system can
enter a stationary regime, as shown in Fig. 2. As we can
see, the dynamics converge quickly around the same value
for the agents’ concentration in any state and remains
constant on average after some time. For this reason, in
this paper, we can study the asymptotic properties of the
dynamics and characterize the model on the steady-state.
In this way, we use 20 realizations with 5500 time steps
for all the study cases. In each realization, all agents
have different initial positions and state variables. Then,
we discard the first 500 time steps to obtain a steady
state. Finally, we calculated the average quantities over

20 realizations to characterize the model.

A. System without police officers

When we study the system without police officers, the
state switch equation (1) changes to

H(1− L) > T. (4)

Hence, the agents’ state only depends on its local
parameters and is independent of their neighborhood.
Therefore, changes in the system’s dynamics depend on
the threshold and the initial simulation’s conditions. To
study the whole system, we run simulations for threshold
and legitimacy values between 0.00 and 0.99 with a step
of 0.01 for both variables.

To obtain a first idea of the model dynamics, we
study the concentration and energy variations for differ-
ent threshold fixed values. We observe the variation of
the concentration of agents when the legitimacy increases
in Fig. 3. With low values to legitimacy, the active
agents are predominant. Then as legitimacy increases,
the passive agents are predominant. When the thresh-
old is T = 0.10, the system’s dominant state changes, as
shown in Fig. 3(a). Note that when the legitimacy is
L < 0.80, the active agents predominate, when L = 0.80,
the concentration for two states are similar, and when
L > 0.80, the passive agents are dominant. For L ≥ 0.90,
all agents of the system are in the passive state. We can
see a translation of the point of concentration similarity
and the point when all agents of the system are passive
states when the threshold increases in 3(a), 3(b), 3(c),
and 3(d) figures. The translations of these points indi-
cate transitions in the system. It is important to note
that all showed results collapsed on the same curves for
all visions, neighborhoods, and sites considered in our
simulations. This behavior is because the state switch
equation (4) is independent of the neighborhood and in-
dicates the system’s dynamic depending on the threshold
and the initial simulation’s conditions.

We present the global average energy versus legitimacy
with different threshold values in Fig. 4. When the
threshold is T = 0.10, the energy starts with a lower
value of around 〈E〉 ≈ −0.8. As the legitimacy increases,
the energy reaches a maximum value around 〈E〉 ≈ −0.5
when the legitimacy is L = 0.80. Next, the energy
converges to the minimum value when the legitimacy is
L ≥ 0.90. The initial energy value is a local minimum
and indicates when the active agents predominate. Then,
when the agents’ concentrations are similar, the energy
reaches a maximum. Finally, the energy minimizes when
the system has only passive agents and reaches the abso-
lute minimum or the ground state.

On the other hand, when the system possesses higher
thresholds values, the energy reaches a maximum and
then converges to the minimum quickly. Besides, we can
see a translation of these energy points as the threshold
increases suggesting a transition.
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FIG. 3. Concentration variations for different threshold fixed values in a system without police officers. With low values to
legitimacy, the active agents are predominant, but as legitimacy increases, the passive agents dominate. There are points when
active and passive agents have a similar concentration (segmented lines) and when all the agents in the system are passives
(solid lines). As the threshold increases, we can see a translation of these points suggesting a transition. This figure shows
simulations results for a one-dimensional lattice with N = 210 sites, Moore neighborhood, and vision one. However, the results
obtained for all visions, neighborhoods, and sites considered collapse on the same curve.
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FIG. 4. The global average energy variations for different
threshold fixed values in a system without police officers. The
energy shows two minimum values. The first is a local min-
imum, where the active agents predominate in the system.
The other one is a global minimum or the ground state, and
all agents in the system are passive. On the other hand, the
system reaches a maximum value when the active and passive
agent concentrations are similar. This figure shows simula-
tions results for a one-dimensional lattice with N = 210 sites,
Moore neighborhood, and vision one. However, the results
obtained for all visions, neighborhoods, and sites considered
collapse on the same curve.

To build the phase diagram, we search the coordinates
(T, L) where the agents’ concentrations are similar, and
all agents are passive. As shown in Fig. 5, these points
define the phase boundaries. Following the phases de-
scribed in opinion models, the results show order-disorder

transitions. Phase AP and PA are ordered phases with
a majority agent state. Active agents are dominant in
phase AP and passives in phase PA. As a result of cross-
ing the dashed line between these two phases, we ob-
serve a disordered phase with similarly active and pas-
sive agents concentrations. Note that our numerical re-
sults are consistent with the assumption for an average
agent. We can find the critical legitimacy to obtain equal
concentrations of active and passive. As a result, we ob-
tained this dashed line of critical legitimacy Lc = 1−2T .
The consensus phase is a particular ordered phase when
all agents are passive. The solid line shows the transition
from majority order to consensus order.

To observe the system transition, we study the station-
ary probability density function of the agents’ concentra-
tion. We show distributions for a system with Moore
neighborhood with vision one and T = 0.10 in Fig. 6 be-
cause we observe the same behavior independent of the
neighborhood, vision and sites considered in our simula-
tions. We can see the system transition from the order
with active agents majority in L = 0.75 to a disordered
phase in L = 0.80, then a change to order with passive
agent majority in L = 0.85, in figures 6(a), 6(b), and
6(c). As for legitimacy increases, we can observe a tran-
sition to a consensus in L = 0.90 in figures 6(d), 6(e),
and 6(f).

B. System with police officers

To study the model with police officers, we used le-
gitimacy values and the concentration of police officers
from 0.00 to 0.99 with a step of 0.01 for both variables.
We vary the concentrations of police officers as an initial
condition because its value determines the system’s dy-
namics. The police officers’ role is to dissuade a social
protest, preventing citizen agents from becoming active
agents and arrest active agents in the system producing
jailed agents. Besides, the police officers’ action depends
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FIG. 5. Phase diagram for a system without police offi-
cers. Phases AP and PA are ordered phases with a majority
agent state. Active agents are predominant in the AP phase
and passives in phase PA. The dashed line between these two
phases shows when the system has similar concentrations,
therefore disordered. The consensus phase is a particular or-
dered phase when all agents are passives. The solid line shows
the transition from the order with a majority to consensus.
Every point in this diagram corresponds to an L and T value
when the concentrations of active and passive agents are sim-
ilar or when the system reaches a consensus. The points for
all visions, neighborhoods, and sites considered collapse on
the same curve.

on the vision, so we study the system separately with two
different visions. On the other hand, the police officers’
inclusion makes the change of the agents state depends on
the state parameters and the neighborhood conditions,
as we can see in Eq. (1). We used a fixed threshold
value in T = 0.10 for these simulations because its role is
to determine a limit value to the state switch equation.
Furthermore, this value coincides with Epstein’s reported
value in the five study cases from the original model for a
generalized rebellion. Thus, this value allows us to char-
acterize this context with a more significant parameters
set.

Results with vision one

We show the agents’ concentration variations for dif-
ferent values of police officers’ concentrations and vision
one in Fig. 7. When the interactions occur in a Moore
neighborhood, we observe a variation of the concentra-
tion of agents when the legitimacy increases in figures
7(a), 7(b), 7(c), and 7(d). With low values to legitimacy,
the active agents are predominant. Then as legitimacy
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FIG. 6. Stationary probability density function of the agents’
concentration for a system without police officers. We see two
transitions when the system increases legitimacy and thresh-
old fixed. A continuous transition from AP phase to PA phase
across a disordered phase in L = 0.80, as seen in figures
(a),(b), and (c). Then, a continuous transition from PA phase
to consensus, as seen in figures (d), (e), and (f). This figure
shows simulations results for a one-dimensional lattice with
N = 210 sites, Moore neighborhood, and vision one. However,
these behaviors are the same for all visions, neighborhoods,
and sites considered in our simulations.

increases, the passive agents are dominant. The jailed
agents’ concentration depends on the police officers’ con-
centration. Then their variations only occur as police
officers’ concentration increases and produce a change of
active agents concentration. With interactions in the ran-
dom neighborhood, the jailed agent concentrations have
predominant values for low legitimacy, as we can see in
figures 7(e), 7(f), 7(g), and 7(h). Then, passive agents are
predominant as legitimacy increases. The active agent
concentrations depend on the police officers’ concentra-
tions and decrease as the number of police officers in the
system increases.

Now, we can observe the global average energy ver-
sus legitimacy for a Moore and random neighborhood
in figures 8(a) and 8(b), respectively. On the one side,
when the interactions occur in the Moore neighborhood,
and police officers’ concentration equals Cpol = 0.10, the
energy starts around 〈E〉 ≈ −0.6. Next, it has an in-
creasing behavior to around 〈E〉 ≈ −0.4, and a legiti-
macy value is close to L = 0.80. Then, the energy de-
creases quickly to the lower value 〈E〉 ≈ −0.8. We ob-
serve the local energy minimum when active agents are
predominant. Then, the energy maximum shows when
the agents’ states have similar concentrations. In par-
ticular, the active and passive agents concentration is
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FIG. 7. Agents concentration variations in a system with police officers for different values of police officers concentrations,
legitimacy, vision one, and threshold fixed. When the interactions occur in a Moore neighborhood, the predominance of active
agents decreases when the police officers’ concentrations increase because of increased jailed agents. As a result, we can see a
translation of the concentration similarity points (segmented lines) in figures (a), (b), (c), and (d). These translations show
changes of the predominant state and the existence of a point in which the three states of the system are similar, suggesting a
phase change. In a random neighborhood, we can see the same dynamics of translation of the concentration similarity point in
figures (e), (f), (g), and (h). However, police officers can capture more active agents because of the random selection of their
neighborhoods. Thus, the predominance of jailed agents results until the system reaches a high legitimacy. The vertical solid
line depends on the fixed threshold and indicates when the system reaches a consensus. This figure shows simulations results
for a one-dimensional lattice with N = 210 sites, but with N = 28 sites, we observe the same result.
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FIG. 8. The global average energy variations in a system
with police officers for different values of police officers con-
centrations, legitimacy, vision one, and threshold fixed. In
a Moore neighborhood, the energy reaches a minimum value
for low police officers concentrations and increases as legit-
imacy increases, as shown in figure (a). When the system
reaches a consensus, the energy shows a global minimum. As
it increases the police officers’ concentration, it is possible
to observe that the energy maintains a constant value before
reaching a consensus of passive agents. The maximum energy
value indicates when the majority agent states have similar
concentrations. In a random neighborhood, the energy has a
constant value and increases as legitimacy increases, as shown
in figure (b). In both cases, the global minimum of energy in-
crease as a police officer’s concentration increases. This figure
shows simulations results for a one-dimensional lattice with
N = 210 sites, but with N = 28 sites, we observe the same
result.

approximately 0.4, and jailed agents and police officers
concentrations are close to 0.10. Finally, we see the global
energy minimum when all agents are passive. Note that
this global minimum is not absolute because the police
officers’ concentration equals Cpol = 0.10. As the police
officers’ concentration increases, the energy maintains
a constant value before reaching the minimum energy
value. Note that this global energy minimum increases
as a police officer’s concentration. On the other side,
for a random neighborhood, the energy started around
〈E〉 ≈ −0.4, with a police officer concentration equal to
0.10, 0.30, and 0.50. Next, the energy had an increasing
behavior until it reached a maximum around 〈E〉 ≈ −0.3
and eventually converged rapidly to different energy min-
ima. We observe similar behavior in both neighborhoods
for police officer concentration is Cpol = 0.70. Further-
more, the global minimum of energy increases as a police
officers’ concentration increases for all cases.

As we noticed in the results for a system without police
officers, in the systems with police officers, there are also
points where the state concentrations are similar. Their
positions move as the police officers’ concentrations in-
crease. These translations suggest a change in the state
predominant in the system. Furthermore, there is a point
when the three states of the systems are similar, config-
uring the order-disorder transitions like opinions models
[12, 36].

To verify this idea, we search for phase boundaries de-
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FIG. 9. Phase diagrams for a system with police officers and vision one. Every point in this diagram corresponds to police
officers’ concentration and legitimacy value when the different states are at similar concentrations. For example, the Cap points
( ) are the points at which the concentrations of active and passive agents are similar. These points determine different ordered
phases with a majority, and each label indicates the order of the predominant state. For example, in the PAJ phase, passive
agents are predominate, followed by active and jailed agents, and so on. The triple point in these curves’ intersection indicates
when the three states are in similar concentrations, so we observe a disorder in the system. The system reaches a consensus
when legitimacy is greater than or equal to 0.90. The black region indicates when there are only police officers in the system.
With Moore neighborhood show six differents order phases with a majority, one point where the system reaches a disorder, and
a consensus phase. With random neighborhoods, order phases with majority change because police officers can capture more
active agents and predominantly jailed agents. However, the system reaches a consensus phase in the same conditions because
the fixed threshold determines this change. This figure shows simulations results for a one-dimensional lattice with N = 210

sites, but with N = 28 sites, we observe the same result.

fined by the points in which the agents’ concentrations
are similar and when all agents reach a passive state. Ev-
ery point corresponds to police officers’ concentration and
legitimacy value and depends on a pair of similar agent
states. Thus, the Cap coordinate ( ) is when the con-
centrations of active and passive agents are similar. The
Cja coordinate ( ) indicates similarity in the jailed and
passive state, and the Cja point ( ) when jailed and ac-
tives agents are similar concentration. Each point formed
a curve defining different regions on the phase diagram
shown in Fig. 9. For both the Moore neighborhood in
Fig. 9(a) and the random neighborhood in Fig. 9(b), we
observe phases classified according to the transitions de-
scribed for the system without police officers. There are
six ordered phases with a majority state. Each one has a
label indicating the order of the predominant state. For
example, the PAJ phase has dominant passives agents,
followed by active and the jailed agents, and so on for
the other phases. The system reaches a consensus in the
passive phase when all agents are passives and legitimacy
equal 0.90. This value is determined by the threshold
value selected. The black region indicates when there
are only police officers in the system.

The system reaches a disordered phase labeled a triple
point when the active, passive, and jailed states are in
similar concentrations. The position of this point and the
regions of the phases depends on the neighborhood. Most
phases have an observable area for the Moore neighbor-
hood. The part where jailed agents predominate is mi-
nor because police officers can only capture active agents
among their nearest neighbors. In contrast, police offi-
cers are more likely to catch an active agent in a random
neighborhood. Thus, we can observe a translation of the
triple point and an increase in the regions’ size with pre-
dominant jailed agents and a decrease in the areas where
active agents are dominant. It is important to note that
now it is more difficult to see the order-disorder transi-
tion. Unlike the system without police officers, where we
observe the transition for all parameters, in the system
with police officers, the disordered phase is only a point
in this diagram.

We can observe the system transition with the station-
ary probability density function of the agents’ concentra-
tion in Fig. 10. As for legitimacy increases, the system
changes from the disordered phase to an ordered phase
with a passive state majority. It then reaches a consensus
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FIG. 10. Stationary probability density function of the con-
centration of agents for a system with police officers and vision
one. We see two transitions when the system increases legit-
imacy and fixes police officers’ concentration. In the Moore
neighborhood, we can see a disordered phase, then order with
passive agents majority, and finally, a consensus phase in fig-
ures (a), (b), and (c). The same dynamics occur in the ran-
dom neighborhood, with an order with active agents majority,
a disordered phase, and then a consensus phase in figures (d),
(e), and (f). This figure shows simulations results for a one-
dimensional lattice with N = 210 sites, but with N = 28 sites,
we observe the same result.

phase in a Moore neighborhood in figures 10(a), 10(b),
and 10(c). For a random neighborhood, the transition
from the ordered phase with the active state to a dis-
ordered phase, then the consensus phase, as we see in
figures 10(d), 10(e), and 10(f). The final passive agents’
concentration depends on the police officers’s concentra-
tion fixed to observe the transition. So, in the Moore
neighborhood, the final concentration is 0.6 and, in a
random neighborhood, the passive agents’ concentration
is 0.9.

Results with vision seven

We show the agents’ concentration variations for dif-
ferent police officers’ concentrations and vision seven in
Fig. 11. When the interactions occur in a Moore neigh-
borhood, we can see a variation of the concentration of
agents when the legitimacy increases in figures 11(a),
11(b), 11(c), and 11(d). With low legitimacy, active
agents exist, but jailed agents are predominant. Then as
legitimacy increases, the passive agents are dominant. As
police officers’ concentration increases, the active agents’
concentration minimizes. Passive agents increase con-
stantly, and jailed agents decrease.

With interactions in the random neighborhood, the
jailed agent concentration has predominant values for low
legitimacy, as we can see in figures 11(e), 11(f), 11(g),
and 11(h). Furthermore, the active agent’s concentra-
tion starts initially with a low value, and passive agents
are predominant as legitimacy increases. As police offi-
cers’ concentration increases, the concentration of active
agents disappears, passive agents increase constantly, and
jailed agents decrease. This behavior indicates a change
in the importance of the police officers’ role to dissuade
a protest. When the agents have vision seven, the rele-
vant police officers’ role is to prevent citizen agents from
becoming active and prevent the emergence of a protest.

Now, we can observe the global average energy ver-
sus legitimacy for a Moore and random neighborhood in
figures 12(a) and 12(b), respectively. On the one side,
when the interactions occur in the Moore neighborhood,
and police officers’ concentration equals Cpol = 0.10, the
energy starts close to 〈E〉 ≈ −0.4. Next, it maintains a
constant behavior until the energy decreases quickly to
the lower value of around 〈E〉 ≈ −0.8. On the other side,
in the random neighborhood, and police officers’ concen-
tration equals Cpol = 0.10, the energy has a lower value,
around 〈E〉 ≈ −0.3. Then increases to reach a maxi-
mum value close to 〈E〉 ≈ −0.4 and decreases quickly to
the lower value around 〈E〉 ≈ −0.8. Note that, in both
cases, we observe the initial energy value when jailed
agents are predominant. Then, the energy maximum
shows when the jailed and passive agents concentration
is approximately 0.4, and police officers concentration is
0.10. Finally, we see the global energy minimum when all
agents are passive. However, in both neighborhoods, as
police officers’ concentrations increase, the energy has a
decreasing behavior until reaching the lower energy value.
We note that the global energy minimum increases as a
police officer’s concentration for all cases.

For low police officers concentrations, points where the
state concentrations are similar exist, suggesting changes
in the predominant state in the system. To search for a
point where the system shows an order-disorder transi-
tion, we built a phase diagram. Every point corresponds
to police officers’ concentration and legitimacy value and
depends on a pair of similar agent states. Then, we can
observe the phases formed for the system with police of-
ficers’s vision seven in Fig. 13. We see the same six
phases observed in the system for the Moore neighbor-
hood with vision one in Fig. 13(a). The region’s size for
every phase changes notably because of the increase in
agents’ vision and the police officers’ activity. As a re-
sult, we note that the regions with the predominance of
passive agents are more significant than the others. Be-
sides, we can observe a triple point where the disordered
phase occurs, the area where the system only has police
officers, and a consensus phase with only passive agents.
For the random neighborhood, the effect of vision seven
is more significant, as shown in Fig. 13(b). Although the
size of the regions dominated by passive agents is sim-
ilar to those of the Moore neighborhood, we can notice
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FIG. 11. Agents concentration variations in a system with police officers for different values of police officers concentrations,
legitimacy, vision seven, and threshold fixed. The first and second-row figures show interactions in a Moore and random
neighborhood respectably. We can see the predominance of jailed agents with low police officers concentrations in Moore and
random neighborhoods in figures (a) and (e). Note that the concentration of jailed agents is more significant in the random
neighborhood because police officers can capture more agents. However, as the police officers’ concentrations increase, we can
see the predominance of passive agents for both kinds of neighborhoods. Besides, we observe the same dynamics of translation
of the concentration similarity (segmented lines) as in a system with vision one but only for low police officers concentrations.
The vertical solid line depends on the fixed threshold and indicates when the system reaches a consensus. This figure shows
simulations results for a one-dimensional lattice with N = 210 sites, but with N = 28 sites, we observe the same result.
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FIG. 12. The global average energy variations in a system
with police officers for different values of police officers con-
centrations, legitimacy, vision seven, and threshold fixed. As
for legitimacy increases, the energy reaches a global mini-
mum in Moore and random neighborhoods. However, the
energy only shows a maximum with police officers’ concen-
tration values lower or equal to 0.10. Then, as police officers’
concentration increases, the energy constantly decreases until
the system reaches a consensus. Besides, in both cases, the
global minimum of energy increase as a police officer’s con-
centration increases, as we can see in figures (a) and (b). This
figure shows simulations results for a one-dimensional lattice
with N = 210 sites, but with N = 28 sites, we observe the
same result.

that the JAP phase and the point at which all concentra-
tions are similar disappears. As a result, we observe that
there is no order-disorder transition. However, the sys-

tem change between different order phases with a major-
ity state depending on the police officers’ concentration
and legitimacy values. It reaches a consensus when all
agents are in the passive state at the value of legitimacy
is 0.90 because this depends on the threshold value fixed
at the beginning of simulations.

We show the stationary probability density function
of the agents’ concentration in Fig. 14 to observe the
system transition. For the Moore neighborhood, we se-
lected the police officers’ concentrations 0.06 and varied
the legitimacy. We can see, as legitimacy increases, the
system change from the disordered phase to an ordered
phase with a passive state majority in figures 14(a) and
14(b). Then reaches a consensus phase in Fig. 14(c). We
selected a lower value of police officers’ concentrations
for the random neighborhood to observe the possibility
of finding similar concentrations for the three states as
legitimacy increases. Nevertheless, only find order with
majority phases, as shown in figures 14(d), 14(e), and the
consensus phase in Fig. 14(f).

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING
REMARKS

This paper studied the one-dimensional civil disorder
model with the whole lattice occupied to characterize
their evolution on the steady-state. To do this, we per-
formed extensive numerical simulations of the model with
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FIG. 13. Phase diagrams for a system with police officers and vision seven. Every point in this diagram corresponds to police
officers’ concentration and legitimacy value when the different states are at similar concentrations. We can see the same phases
and transitions order-disorder from the system with vision one in the Moore neighborhood. Nevertheless, the size of each phase
change. With random neighborhood, the disordered phase and the JAP phase disappear due to increased police officers’ action
with vision seven, as shown in figure (b). In both cases, the system reaches a consensus when the legitimacy is greater than or
equal to 0.90 because the fixed threshold determines this change. The black region indicates only police officers in the system.
This figure shows simulations results for a one-dimensional lattice with N = 210 sites, but with N = 28 sites, we observe the
same result.

and without police officers, considering visions one and
seven in Moore and random neighborhoods to study the
effects of interactions on the system’s dynamics. We used
the agent state concentration and introduced a Potts-like
energy function as global quantities to characterize the
model.

In the system without police, the dynamics only de-
pend on values assigned as initial conditions. One of
them is hardship, a local parameter uniformly distributed
between values zero and one for each agent. In the
model, this parameter allows for a heterogeneous society
of agents. The other two, legitimacy and threshold, are
global parameters that we use as control parameters for
our simulations. The threshold is a quantity defined as
non-negative and determines a limit for an agent’s state
change.

Given that the product of hardship and legitimacy
symbolizes the grievance in the state change equation, we
interpret this threshold as a tolerance for grievance. The
higher the threshold value, the more disposed agents are
to tolerate grievance before rebelling against authority.
This parameter takes different values between zero and
one, which we interpret as an essential property of a com-
munity that depends on its culture or way of life. Thus,
we find communities with a low threshold and quickly
protest for a grievance and communities with a very high
threshold that lives with a minimal grievance and does

not rebel against authority. On the other hand, legit-
imacy is the community’s perception of the regime or
the system’s authority. Thus, a low legitimacy produces
more significant grievance, and high legitimacy favors the
passivity of the system.

In our results for the variations in the concentration of
agents as a function of legitimacy, we observe that active
agents are predominant for low values of legitimacy. As
legitimacy increases, we find a point where the concentra-
tions of active and passive agents are similar, and then
passive agents become predominant. According to the
legitimacy variation, the predominance changes depend
on the threshold values. We note that passive agents are
always dominant for threshold values greater than 0.50
and coexist with active agents. However, for high le-
gitimacy values, we notice that all agents in the system
become passive. These changes in the predominance of a
state among the agents are indicators of phase changes.
We build the phase diagram based on the concentration
points of similar agents or when all agents are passive,
and we observe order-disorder transitions. We identify
the AP and PA phases as order phases with a majority
state. Active agents are predominant in the first and pas-
sive agents in the second. We find a disordered phase in
which the agents’ concentrations are similar when cross-
ing between these phases. When all the agents are pas-
sive, the system reaches the consensus phase. We study
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FIG. 14. Stationary probability density function of the con-
centration of agents for a system with police officers and vision
seven. We can see two transitions in the Moore neighborhood
when the system increased legitimacy and fixed police officers’
concentration. A disordered phase, then orders with passive
agents majority, and finally, a consensus phase in figures (a),
(b), and (c). However, in the random neighborhood, only ob-
serve order-with majority phases and then a consensus phase
in figures (d), (e), and (f). This figure shows simulations re-
sults for a one-dimensional lattice with N = 210 sites, but
with N = 28 sites, we observe the same result.

the transitions with the stationary probability density
function of the concentration of the agents, and we ob-
serve a typical scenario of continuous transitions [36].

The energy shows one maximum and two minimum
values for low threshold values. One of them is a local
minimum, where the active agents predominate in the
system. The other is a global minimum or ground state,
where all agents in the system are passive. The system
reaches the maximum value when the concentrations of
active and passive agents are similar. In contrast, when
the system has higher threshold values, the energy is
maximum and quickly converges to a minimum. We can
see the translation of these energy points as the thresh-
old increases, allowing us to identify the phase changes.
Thus, the local minimum indicates the ordered phase
with an active agents majority, the maximum the dis-
ordered phase, and the global minimum or ground state
is the consensus phase.

The local energy minimum observed for threshold val-
ues greater than zero and less than 0.50 is a metastable
point. The active agents’ predominance generates energy
and stops the system from reaching the ground state.
In other words, the system is not entirely stable due to
grievance. However, as legitimacy increases, the system
can reach a consensus. On the other hand, when the

threshold values are greater than 0.50, the local mini-
mum disappears and becomes an energy maximum. The
maximum is an unstable point for all threshold values be-
cause the system can fall to the local or global minimum
depending on how legitimacy varies. Since the concentra-
tions of active and passive agents are similar, the system
increases energy due to grievance generating a scenario of
instability comparable to a polarized society. In this con-
text, we understand polarization as a situation of equal
opinion searching for a consensus. It is important to note
that the maximum energy that our results show is the
maximum possible given the initial conditions of random
positioning of the agents. However, it is possible to find
an absolute maximum for the energy by positioning the
agents deliberately to form the checkerboard appearance.

Finally, the global minimum is a stable point of the
system since all the agents are in the same passive state
in the consensus phase. When threshold values exceed
0.50, the system can reach the global minimum for low
legitimacy values. Nevertheless, for threshold values less
than 0.50, we find that reaching consensus requires higher
legitimacy values. Indeed, the greater the tolerance for
grievance, the less legitimacy is required to reach con-
sensus. This result reflects the existence of societies with
high thresholds, in which reaching consensus requires low
legitimacy values, unlike other societies in which reaching
or maintaining consensus requires high legitimacy.

From these results, we can reveal that the principle
underlying the dynamics of the model is a Principle of
Minimum Grievance, equivalent to that observed in the
model of worker protest in a factory. This principle allows
us to interpret that the system seeks minimal grievance
or a consensus. Naturally, reaching and maintaining con-
sensus requires high values of legitimacy or high values
of tolerance, the latter being the one that determines the
value of legitimacy necessary in a heterogeneous society.
Thus, the emergence of protests is due to global condi-
tions of legitimacy or threshold that generate a grievance,
increasing the system’s energy. This grievance generates
energy variations that can lead the system to instability
or metastability.

In the system with police, the agents can be active,
passive, or jailed, and the dynamic depends on the vision
and the neighborhood. For this reason, we study the
system separately, considering two different views. We
fix the threshold value and consider the legitimacy and
concentration of police officers in the system as a control
parameter because the police officer’s role is to deter a
protest. Besides, the agents’ state switch depends on
the number of active agents and police officers in their
neighborhood.

The concentration of agents allows us to identify the
predominance of states in the system. We find that ac-
tive agents predominate in the low legitimacy regime only
when the system has vision one and Moore neighbor-
hood. For the rest of the cases, the jailed agents always
predominate. As in the system without police, as legiti-
macy increases, the predominant state changes, and pas-
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sive agents become the majority. In addition, we again
note points where concentrations are similar. For legiti-
macy values greater than or equal to 0.90, all agents in
the system are passive. It is essential to mention that the
increased concentration of police officers in the system fa-
cilitates the predominance of passive agents. Therefore,
in general, the concentration of passive agents increases
as legitimacy increases. In particular, this increase is lin-
ear in the system with vision seven because the agents
do not switch to the active state as police presence in-
creases in a neighborhood. In addition, when the system
reached the legitimacy value in which jailed and passive
concentrations are similar, the number of jailed agents
began to drop rapidly.

The phase diagrams allow us to identify the domains’
limits based on the changes in the predominance of a
state in the system. The diagrams show order-disorder
transitions for the system with vision equal to one. We
identify six ordered phases with a majority state, a dis-
ordered phase at a specific point in the diagram, and a
consensus phase where all agents in the system are pas-
sive. The disorder point’s position and the phases’ sizes
depend on the type of neighborhood. The random neigh-
borhood makes it easier to capture active agents. So, the
disorder point requires less concentration of police than in
the Moore neighborhood, and the most extensive phases
are those with a predominance of passive agents. When
the system has vision seven, the differences depend on
the neighborhood. In a Moore neighborhood, we observe
order-disorder transitions with the same phases observed
in the system with vision one. However, in a random
neighborhood, we only observe 5 phases of order with a
majority, and we do not observe the order-disorder transi-
tion. In this neighborhood, police officers significantly in-
crease activity. So, they can capture many active agents
in the low legitimacy regime, preventing the emergence
of active agents with high legitimacy values. We show a
summary of the different scenarios of the system with po-
lice officers in steady-state in Fig. 15. Finally, the study
of the stationary probability density functions of the con-
centration of the officers shows us that the phase changes
are continuous at the same as in the system without po-
lice.

From the results we obtained for energy, we can note
essential differences in behavior according to the concen-
tration of police officers in the system. When the police
concentration has values less than or equal to 0.10, we
can see that the energy shows a local minimum, a maxi-
mum, and a global minimum. The local minimum shows
an ordered state with a majority. We observe the most
active agents in the case of vision one and a Moore neigh-
borhood. In the other cases, the jailed agents always pre-
dominate. As for legitimacy increases, the energy reaches
a maximum when at least two agent states are in similar
concentrations. For example, for the system with vision
one and a Moore neighborhood, this maximum shows
when the concentration of active and passive agents are
similar. In the other cases, we observe that the jailed

APJ

AJP

PAJ

PJA

JPA

JAP

Disorder (Triple point)

Consensus

APJ

Phases

v = 1, Moore

v = 1, Random

v = 7, Moore

v = 7, Random

FIG. 15. Schematic visualization of different phases found
at the one-dimensional civil disorder model with police offi-
cers on the steady-state. We observe six ordered phases with
a majority state, a disordered phase, and a consensus with
vision one. With vision seven and Moore neighborhood, we
observe the same phases. However, there is neither the dis-
ordered phase nor the ordered phase, with most jailed agents
followed by active and passive agents (JAP phase) in a ran-
dom neighborhood.

and the passive are in a similar concentration. There-
fore, the maximum energy only shows changes between
phases of order with a majority and cannot be identified
with the state of disorder of the system. Finally, we ob-
serve the global energy minimum when all agents in the
system are passive, indicating that the system is in the
consensus phase.

When the concentration of police officers has values
greater than 0.10 but less than 0.70, we observe different
behavior of energy depending on the vision and the type
of neighborhood. For vision one and a Moore neighbor-
hood, the initial energy is maximum. Then, as legitimacy
increases, energy remains constant until the legitimacy
value indicates the phase with passive agents majority.
Then, the energy decays quickly to the minimum in the
consensus phase. The initial energy for vision one and a
random neighborhood is a local minimum. We observe a
minimal increase until it reaches a maximum and quickly
decays to a global minimum. The maximum shows the
transition from jailed agents’ majority phase to the pas-
sive agents’ majority phase and then reaches the con-
sensus phase. For vision seven and both neighborhoods,
we see that the energy starts at the maximum possible
value, indicating a phase where the prisoners predomi-
nate. Then, energy steadily decays towards the global
minimum in the consensus phase.

Finally, for regimes where the police concentration is
greater than or equal to 0.70, we see for all cases that
the initial energy has a closer value to the minimum.
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As legitimacy increases, the energy constantly decreases
until it reaches the minimum associated with consensus.
In general, we can note that the minimum energy for all
cases is not an absolute minimum. Despite reaching the
consensus phase and all the agents being passive, there
are police officers in the system. Therefore, its value
depends on the police officers’ concentration and their
random position on the lattice. This result leads us to
conjecture that the energy value will be closer to the
absolute minimum for an arbitrary initial configuration
with two clusters of police officers and passive agents.

Regarding the observed stability points of energy, we
see similarities for the system without police officers. The
local energy minimum observed for low police concentra-
tion is a metastable point for the same reason as the sys-
tem without police. For all visions and neighborhoods,
this point shows the existence of grievance, either because
there are active agents or prisoners. Therefore, the sys-
tem can change to the global minimum seeking consensus
as legitimacy increases. The point of maximum energy is
generally unstable for low values of police concentration
because it can fall to the local or global minimum with
variations in legitimacy. For high police concentrations,
the maximum remains constant at low legitimacy, and
as legitimacy increases, it reaches the minimum rapidly.
Finally, the global energy minimum is stable for all cases
because the system reaches a consensus. However, the
increase of police officers’ concentration makes its value
change. Based on the results obtained, we can still in-
terpret the system based on the principle of minimum
grievance because the system tends towards a global min-
imum as legitimacy increases. However, the energy is in-
sufficient to identify the system’s prevailing state and the
effects of police concentration on the dynamics.

Since the system now considers three possible states
for agents and police officers, we must complement the
analysis with the concentration of agents. With these two
macroscopic quantities together, we can identify the most
relevant function of the police based on the vision and
the type of neighborhood. When considering vision one,
the capture of active agents is the most relevant police
function to dissuade a protest. In the Moore neighbor-
hood with low police concentration, the system requires
high legitimacy values for active officers are not predom-
inant. As the concentration of police officers increases,
we observe a significant decrease in the activity of active
agents, so the system needs a lower value of legitimacy
to change the active majority. In the random neighbor-
hood, police officers increase the capture of active agents,
allowing them not to be a dominant state in the system
for low values of legitimacy. In addition, as the concen-
tration of police officers increases, the activity of active
agents rapidly decreases, increasing the concentration of
jailed agents. Nevertheless, high values of legitimacy are
still needed for passive agents to be predominant, and
subsequently, the system reaches consensus.

When the system has vision seven, we observe that
there are still active agents with a low concentration of

police officers, but they are not predominant. Therefore,
the system requires increasing legitimacy to reach the
predominance of passive agents. As the concentration of
police officers increases, the activity of active agents dis-
appears. As for legitimacy increases, the passive agents
increase, and the jailed agents decrease linearly. Hence,
in these cases, the relevant role of police officers is to
prevent the appearance of a protest by preventing the
officers from becoming active.

Although the police activity considerably reduces the
active agents’ activity in both cases, the permanent pres-
ence of jailed agents indicates a grievance in the popula-
tion and an increase in the system’s energy. Hence, we
can conclude that the system will not be utterly stable if
there is an internal grievance. This affirmation indicates
that dissuading a protest by capturing active agents is in-
effective in reducing grievance. Nevertheless, our results
show that as the concentration of police officers in the
system increases, the system needs a lower value of legit-
imacy to reach consensus or minimum energy. Observing
the minimum obtained, we note that it is not an absolute
minimum and depends directly on the concentration of
police officers in the system. Therefore, the greater the
concentration of police officers, the value of the minimum
energy increases. In other words, dissuading protests to
facilitate or maintain consensus has an energy cost for
the system proportional to the number of police officers
or the amount of force used.

We do not observe any significant variation of the sys-
tem’s behavior without police officers in terms of the vari-
ations in lattice size, the vision of the agents, or the type
of neighborhood. So, we confirm that the dynamics only
depend on the initial random conditions, such as the po-
sitioning of agents in the lattice and the definition of local
parameters. Therefore, we conjecture that the system’s
dynamics will be the same regardless of the topology or
dimension of the grid. In addition, the use of the move-
ment rule will not generate state changes in the agents
because the defined rules do not depend on the neigh-
borhood in the system without police. In this context,
the global quantities introduced and the phase diagram
present new elements to analyze the model’s dynamics
and make new interpretations to understand the dynam-
ics of social protests.

In the results obtained for the system with police of-
ficers, we did not notice significant variations of the dy-
namics with the variation of the size of the system. How-
ever, the dynamics dependent directly on the vision and
the neighborhood product of the definition of the agents’
rules. The police officers’ activity increased significantly
with the elections of a random neighborhood and in-
creased vision. The global quantities introduced allowed
us to identify the most relevant role and effect of the po-
lice officers in the system. It is essential to mention that
the size of the system determines the maximum possi-
ble vision of the agents. Hence, for visions close to the
maximum possible, we conjecture that the results will be
similar to those shown for vision seven.
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On the other hand, considering the movement of the
agents and other topologies or lattice dimensions, we ex-
pect considerable changes in the system’s dynamics with
police officers. When Epstein presented this model in
two dimensions, he reported very particular dynamics for
specific parameters, such as the punctuated equilibrium
phenomenon. Therefore, our results can serve future re-
search as a first approximation to characterize the results
reported by Epstein or even find new states or phenom-
ena not yet reported in the current literature.

It is essential to note that we base our interpretations
on the numerical results obtained from this simplified
model. However, in the real world, the dynamics of so-
cial protests are more complex and involve many other

factors. Nevertheless, studying this model from the per-
spective of sociophysics can yield new elements that allow
us to address the complexities of the dynamics of social
protest.
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